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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS

Something Quiet, Quiet.

by

Ryan Luz

Master of Fine Arts in Writing

University of California, San Diego, 2012

Professor Rae Armantrout, Chair

The genesis of this collection of poems lies most sincerely in the death of fathers. 

The poems are simply about life in the wake of a father's death, but it is the singular point 

from which the collection springs forth.  A trauma is anything effective enough to linger 

and change us. So by its very nature, trauma effects and forces the every day to be 

reconsidered.  Simple tasks or objects become cause for extreme fear or pride.  Through 

imagism and surrealism, this collection explores such quotidian objects in unfamiliar 

ways.  In doing so, the objects are taken from the realm of the familiar and put squarely 

into the realm of the absurd. At time,s the absurd is made familiar.  This poetry began 

from a single trauma and continues then as small traumas.
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Hair

Some animals have teeth like hair;
others stow venom in veins of their hair.

Certain things evolved to be carried
from place to place in our hair.

The kelp sways in the current,
an entire forest of hair.

The water dries and sea salt
collects at the tips of our eyelashes.

We are covered in hair, so that 
we might touch something sooner.

Our fathers, all of them are dying.
Will it be enough to hold their hair?
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Alta Mae

My grandmother was full of trees
She'd tell me

Her hands shook
Down the dried leaves

I'd climb
The ladder unfolding from her throat

Plucking an orange
To drop at her feet

I sat coiled
In this shadow

Until the leaves sprouted
Legs and began to eat themselves

She peeled
Back the skin for me

And made me eat
The dead
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Sunflowers I.

I bought sunflower seeds 
for the front of my house
and threw them in the dirt. 
They bloomed and died.
I shook their dried-out faces
back over the dirt and over 
cleaned glass jars. The rain
elbows my sunflowers 
over each other like
teenagers on a dance floor. 
After some storms I find intact
nests fallen in the backyard
with cold, unbroken eggs
in them. I imagine a small
bird somewhere secretly
relieved.
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Animals

We hang photos
of our animals
from our rear
view mirrors.
They jangle
around as we
drive the city
and sometimes
the light
hits them
flush in the
afternoon. They
flash, the
animals, and we
don’t even ask
them to. 
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Trout Fishing

The stripped, ochre bank,
not exactly bare but from
a distance empty: a ring

of dirt that Trinity Lake 
has fallen through. 
Ankle deep in the biting 

cold, the river ushers down
pebbles that collect in the folds
of softening skin at our feet.

Each headlamp glows, catching
the flumes of silt and projecting 
down the gritty gestures of men

waiting for trout. We flick crawlers, 
neon streamered spinners, orange 
dappled nymphs, purple plumed 

mayflies between the gnarled roots 
of an upturned Bishop Pine. Its locks 
twist like uncut fingernails. We find 

them teasing our lines, our rods narrowly
arched from reel to shivering tip. We encounter 
no brilliant flash of struggle, no whirring, 

desperate tail thrumming at our shadows.  
Trout die too easily. Strung through
the gills, three stiffened bodies bob belly up 

along the nylon rope, their dulling silver 
skin like old soup spoons – rubbing 
the moonlight flat.
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Undress

The fathoms deep are shown to us
in black and white, sparkling with the grain 
and scratch of age. The man, shirtless
and waving, mouths his breathing 
apparatus and descends through 
an inconceivably brief tear in the ocean.
Forcing himself headlong beneath, he sends 
drops of water jumping from the surface
like tiny, popped off buttons.
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John Rambo

A light rain falls on and
somewhere the fugitive
John Rambo is hiding.
Disappeared down that cave
with a hand-spun torch ablaze,
that John Rambo, with his
blue jeans on. Still as rain 
and sweating himself ashine, 
glistening like a diamond, John 
Rambo. The men and their dogs 
and their guns shout after him, 
but John Rambo's sharp slits 
a silence in them. Never gentle 
John Rambo still never wanted 
any man to die by him. We want
that sheriff gutted in the streets
for pushing John Rambo. All
the ads are for cigarettes,
John Rambo, but you stitch
yourself up, and you’re selling us
fire. I’ll listen to you cry, John
Rambo, bullets at the corners
of your eyes. I’ll call you John. It’s
a bad time for everyone, John,
but We’ll cruise, remember, until the tires
fall off. A light fall rains on and
the fragile men, John Rambo, and
the flower gardens too, 
we’re all tired, we're tired,
we tried.
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Stereotypy

The snow leopard was dreaming
and then he heard a jet plane. Now

he's pacing the same track in his pen
again, eyes aglaze, I know:

I get anxious and wild eyed too.
Sometimes I tighten my jaw and pocket

my hands because I'm afraid I'll hurt
a thing. Maybe the snow leopard

needs a violence, to end another
creature. It is too easy to dance alone. 

It is too easy. I can hear his footsteps
tracing themselves over and.
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Knots

You sleep on the sleek
muscles of my back:
we call them knots

like the darkened
clots of tree flesh.
You tell me a tornado

is an unwinding
knot of sky.
I say the men

my mother loves
tie knots, fisherman
them all, and often

they make little
gifts of them to me.
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Sunflowers II.

When it rains,
all we want is to be inside
a car. For the engine to be running 
outside a 7/11 at night. For someone
we love to come running
toward our familiar headlights
holding a soaked newspaper
above their soaked hair. For
the door to shut and to touch
their damp foreheads. The rain 
is a terrible mess for making
you run through it but
it is at least one thing I know
I can save you from. It is raining
still and something else has saved 
the sunflowers: they are thick 
and their stalks have grown 
hair. They touch each other now.
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Jolo Kites

The men machete up
the undergrowth of Jolo 
Island jungle and launch their kites 
through the dense canopy. They knot 
each nylon cord to thick 
knuckles of vine, and leave 
the kites cartwheeling 
in the pitch of night. Toy-spun 
webs set to trip the twisting 
metal blades of American helicopters.
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Charlie Brown is running

his feet just a blurred semi-circle,
spool in his right hand, an arc
of slack leading to his left,

the red kite dragging behind,
skittering at the grass, passed
Snoopy in tangles and through

to an empty park until
the line goes taut, angles
upward and Charlie, mouth

agape, turns to me,
his arms spread and still
holding the string, blinks

just once before peering
back up at the kite, then
again to me, to jump 

and dance a little,
and in his fit of excitement
the tether goes all squiggly,

and his face to match.
The kite crashes beyond 
the frame. Charlie Brown 

made a kite and flew it,
if only for a moment. 
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Memorial Day

The boy and the girl pass back
and forth a ball between

them with wooden paddles. 

Their feet scrub divots
into the sand and the ball sometimes

comes to rest in them.  The ball 

is the same blue as the girl's 
toenail polish. The boy and girl 

sometimes touch

the sand that the ocean
just touched. The ocean

sometimes rushes up

the beach to touch them 
itself. The boy can explain 

waves: two massive hands 

reach up from the center
of the earth and squeeze 

the water between their

fingers like a mass of dough. 
The boy is shirtless.

The girl is shirtless. Look, 

if you're lovely 
you're lovely. Look, 

those hands are lovely 

and the girl's skipping
through the receding water 
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after the little blue ball. 
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Georgi Markov

You were killed by an umbrella, its tip containing
a mechanism which launched into your thigh
a poisonous pellet of ricin. You laid there

shivering in the street, and watched the city 
shuttle in and out of rain, each entryway peopled 
with the bloom of umbrella opening and closing 

like the soft bodies of jellyfish. Two men walk beneath 
one umbrella. They tote their makeshift roofs to make 
themselves a room, as Georgi, you look up to find

the space they walk through as a wound, having had, 
for a moment, no rain pass through it.
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He turned open the gate. 

Of course I stood
behind it. He walked
through. I held up
a candle to his face
and the hair around
his ears. He took a bulb
from the lamp and showed
it could be eaten. I buckled
our seat belts. He drove
the station wagon. I played
string from the cliffs. He
flew a fishing line. I saw
a bird in the popcorn
ceiling. He whistled wildly. I
picked a stone up. He picked
up a stone. We banged
the stones together,
even our cars caught fire.
I grabbed a bag of soccer
balls and he took out
the keys. I held the smoke
in my hair. He said
something through
the heat. I’m standing
above the ground. He’s wearing
a baseball cap. 
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Field

I appear in a cornfield trudging 
Howling at the inedible vegetables
Licking the dirt rows of dirt
I trudge on atoms as atoms
I mouth atoms like vegetables
I trudge words into rows of fields
Leaving my mouth howling
I trudge predictable bodies
Fielding bodies
I trudge open mouthed
I pry open mouthed howls
I Lick words 
I trudge through a cornfield
Until your face appears
As a cornfield
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City

You are an entire city, all 
its songs and fashions, its steeping 
and haze, its bay and 
the steel traversing 
it, and as the people come 
to stand at the tower 
jutting from your breast they 
stare out at the houses 
touching each other inappropriately 
in broad daylight, at buildings 
waiting for that next great 
quake to turn them all 
to rubble, to have themselves 
shook, swaying above 
the streets as windowed 
slinkys, the calamity of pots and piping 
humans breaking in their chests, the 
frictions rising up their foundations 
until their skeletons 
snap and their waterlines 
rupture in a great collapse, and as 
much as they do adore all
of this, they dream most 
feverishly of the orgy 
that will follow their fall: the intermingling 
dusts, the smothering in ash, to be rebuilt again
as something entirely the same.
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Small House Deaths

Tucked between 
the seams 

of hardwood 
floor: this 

ill heat and
its imagination.

Each footstep 
grates the planks,

this voice
grows hoarse.

The future 
haunts our 

speech: we wake 
to find 

our name 
carved into 

the floorboard, 
our teeth 

burrowed in 
the dirt,

the sickness 
crawling out 

our mustache.
We don't 

have a mustache.      
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Feather

That a white feather
might fall out
of a winter coat
and softly settle
against the darkness
of floor. That any
thing could fall
somewhere unintended
and be the only
of its kind in the room. That
it might, for several hours,
rustle there, brushed by
and turning with occasional
footsteps, and be noticed
by just the boy and only later
perhaps, by others. That
we carry the rain upside
down and then erect it
on the floor in the shape
of our feet. That in
a puddle outside, the falling
rains sometime bloom
into bubbles and drift
at the surface like feathers,
only to be collapsed
by other, more recent fallings.
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To say rain.

Direction exists in this way:
you are either falling  into the ocean or

finding your way back to it. The pelicans
show us this, and the plastic bags, and

the salmon rot upstream to set
their children falling toward 

the sea. To say sea: a holding
of rain. To say rain: a holding

of sound. To say the cloud trembles
excitedly into rain and the streets

filled with noise: lullabies. The ocean 
appears at once, because it broke apart. 

Upon returning to the sea, the pelican, 
the plastic bag, the police and their bloated 

victim appear like drops of rain briefly disturbing 
a puddle. In truth, we storm like wolves from the sea, 

gnashing our teeth, and return wise as whales and full 
of ourselves, to be suspended always in falling.
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Peach

She held out her hand to show me
show was holding a peach. Would you 
like a peach? She said. I said, no thank you and
she insisted, they're good and I said,
I'm sorry but she didn't hear
me quite and said, what? and I had to say,
again and more clearly, I'm sorry 
for not wanting your peach.
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Age

Old men hold up 
their songs over
their eyebrows,
they yell on the 
porch and in the 
kitchen and act
as if they're fighting
so they can speak
in their mother's
tongue. They
went to war 
before the bombs
had nervous systems.
They were the brains,
the muscle. They knew not 
to cry and the best of
them go into their
garage or basement
each night and teach 
themselves how while 
building tiny replicas 
of airplanes they flew 
in their war. For my 
grand children, in all
my life, my father is 45
and I am a very old man 
with no war to learn.
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Winter 

Beneath the snow
we could call the earth
naked. We could say 
the winter’s not angry, 
the winter’s buttoning 
us up. Winter forces us 
to put our hands
in our own armpits. 
Winter keeps us
from licking light posts. 
Winter gives me the cold 
ears of loved ones. Clothes, 
strata of clothes, conceal 
the vast majority of us
and everything’s got 
a bellybutton. Winter keeps
things hidden so that when 
we see them, we’re very much 
drawn to them.
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Stay Thick

Those spiders suspended from each
corner of my room and underneath
the kitchen cupboards, they asked me
about the one of them that, when I 
showered this morning, sat 

on the porcelain edge and found 
himself within range of the shower mist.
His legs, so entirely delicate in their spindling 
length, withered beneath the weight of water.

Drowned in the minute puddle, he laid
there lifeless, as if he'd spent several months 
pressed between the pages of a book. I 
tried distracting them with stories of sea wasps 

and oarfish. I told them of the white-winged Guan, 
how for a century they were believed 
to be extinct, plucked out of the rainforest 
by the cruel simplicity of things, and 

how it turned out in 1977, we, us humans, found 
one living in Peru, that they weren't extinct in fact.
Many of them got hopeful when I told them this 
and stilted back to the bathroom to see 

if that spider hadn't actually been crushed under 
the weight of just a few droplets of water,
that maybe, like the white-winged Guan, 
he was only thought to have been

extinct. But they found him still and cold
and went somber again, and I left
that room, without posting the tiny leaflets 

I made, warning of the dampness there, 
the distance required to stay thick.
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A bird

But I'm a poet more 
or less. A bird landing
briefly in the wet
cement. Flying off.
My grandfather sat
in his garage and made
a little garage for me.
It seems an arrow just forgets 
the bird of flying. Things 
spring in and out of existence. We've got 
eggs and a bunch of other shit. We 
have omelets. The Hindenburg
catches fire once. We find this world
largely blimpless and the entire
zeppelin industry steadfastly
supported by only a tire company
and a cartooned pilot dog
named Snoopy. Circling above
our sporting events to provide
our returns from commercial
breaks with breathtaking aerial images,
we thank those of you that held on.
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Died here in my lap
 
a week ago now but I
still can't stand to bury
the house cat. I'll be
a while here hoping 
for some keen nosed bird
to stumble upon us
perhaps. Just writing to thank
you for the fantastic salt and
pepper set. I don't see how
I can send this soon, but I can't
move now and I miss you and
this cat terribly.
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Gilroy

I,
Driving a gypsied road through a pasture of cows,

Dew. I 
Settle in a morning, on a hoofed patch of earth.

All mothers are birthed in Gilroy, 
California. They hide beneath javelins, their bulbous 

Wombs warming in the soil. All our largest 
Creations are called Elephant, 

Let's remember this. I
Think if you pulled the hair at the pit

Of my arm, you'd discover something 
Like a clove of garlic. I 

Warn you.
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Weapons

I limped off the bee sting, placed it between my teeth 
and hissed it out. The bee was never seen alive, only
there in the grass after. I called the dead bee 
a bastard out loud while crying and maybe we need a human 
weapon that could only be launched once, and when deployed 
would certainly kill only the one who set it loose. Some
may say it's been invented, we called it  love and then 
that grew familiar so we said woman or Jesus and eventually 
something like penis and it's true that once I dug a hole
just to prove I could kill a man.
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Flotsam

There is a once-escaped
and long-since-forgotten
Elephant who wades
through the Atlantic
with a place like Coney
Island on her back. The sea
rushes in its grey-mist and
waves only to her shoulders
where the rusted moorings
hold roller coasters and hot
dog stands. She lifts a lighthouse
above the sea line from the
tip of her trunk and the squid rise
at full moon to the spinning halo of
the ferris wheel. A strand of mussels
spiral up her calf and juvenile
opaleye pick bits of popcorn
and sleep from her shadow. Last
nights roustabouts untie their
dinghies when her eyelashes signal
each dawn. Soon she'll pass
through unnoticed and I will
build a museum of her flotsam.
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The nights I sleep alone

The days I spend circling the city
in a helicopter, shouting down the things I've lost,
am looking for. If it's cold enough I explain to the people 
about winter, how I wish to cup it in my hands and
keep it there preserved like bone, that I wish
my warmth slipped from me so thin and patient
that no crystal of ice would so much as tremble
in my palm. Winter is a black and white war,
but I go wandering through it, growing color
from my fingertips.
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Needles

Lake Erie hears the throats of frogs
bloating and unbloating. A cabin on the shore, 
empty. One window open and the sound inside.  
A woman down state sharpens her wooden eyebrow 
pencil and the bus below following its own route. It makes 
for us a rumbling, far-off music and sometimes it sings in drag. 
Brake pads wailing, its broken parts pressed into song. Sometimes 
I find myself in someone else's mouth and someone else 
in my own. I pull my voice back and forth like the point of a needle 
threading out of a Singer sewing machine. I know noise, my voice,  
just excites the air, makes it show. Music is just silence 
spit back into the world. And from the edge of Lake Erie 
the frogs sing out so we might know the edge of Lake Erie. 
An emptiness rattles in the abandoned cabin, a noise mistaken 
as its own. An edge mistaken for an eyebrow. I was young once, 
and eyebrowed. I lined up glass bottles and made 
music in them. I flew paper airplanes so the men 
and the buses had something to hum beneath. I was older 
once and held hands in public. I learned how 
to sew and danced slowly to the Singer sewing. I made 
myself sex and unlike machines. I emptied 
myself and the world wore my clothes. I spat 
out a brightness on the lake. I shone. 
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Dreamt

The wind blows
open the door. A naked
boy stands behind it
surprised each
time. In this dream
something occurs over
and over. Nothing
in that world’s
allowed to keep it
from repeating. No
one else is sleeping,
no one is awake.
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Poem 

Our poverty
shrinks us
in until
our elbows
are singing
each other
to sleep.
A warm
cage, we're
curled up
a shelter.
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We awake to rain 

We awake to rain
the roof stretched
like a drum.

We awake to rain
the air dangling, heavy
the clouds in pieces.

We awake to rain
curled around our 
naked warmth.

We awake to rain
we become the least
broken thing.

We imagine rain
and waking ourselves to it
we imagine rain.

We imagine rain
and waking it with our sleep
like a telephone.
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Morning

Footsteps of the neighbors
shuffle toward their 
baby's howl, the walls 
absorbing the recognizable
registers of conversation. The
morning swings open
an empty house.
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Hooves

Within the envelope of sleep, that crisp
soundless sheet, there sits, huddled neatly
at the creases like thread, a moment
of absolute violence: a single frame
showing the horse, its four limbs
angling, tangled almost beneath the
sinewed hull, to hang each hoof
just above the dirt.
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Moon

The man broadcasting the baseball game
can't stop talking of the moon.

Is it full?
It must be, his partner responds,

and just as he's telling about
its glowing the whole river down

the radio static intervenes
so that I think now I see just

what they mean.
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Pencil Sketch

Radio arranges 
the schoolyard,

children hang
lines for fishing

out words from 
the white noise.
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Letters

A handsome bungalow
with narrow halls and
gentle light. Everything
is aged. There is no black 
or white and the evening
fog rises just above the sea 
so that we can end ourselves
like old men in all 
their handwritten letters
with talk of the weather.
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Headlights

The headlights crest
the hill and harpoon
solidly two sections
of fog. I mean fog
this time like cuts
of animal fat, to be
burned for fuel
or eaten.
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In the night after you died.

The thunder began this morning 
and went on ceaselessly, became 
one constant sound. We stopped 
saying thunder and gave the tiny
cracks of silence a name.
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In the months after.

The old boats rot
on the dry dock,

and we find 
this smell

near the harbor
like a fresh bruise: 

we've been growing
all the years

since the trees
were cut down.
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Like children.

We drive crabs
from their rocked in
houses to marvel
at their asymmetry.
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Like children.

We build jigsaw
puzzles on the
back porch and
listen to the thrum
of the june bugs
drowning in the
jacuzzi.
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The new day.

I went home somewhere,
undressed and covered myself
in socks and honey. A new mud,
I went out walking and was clung 
to, my body just a scrap of wild time
with bits of living and feathers
rubbed in. 
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The best way to remember.

They don't count the years 
here, they'd only say
you died in the summertime, 
out of my sleep: the sound 
a hummingbird rubs in the air.
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Lines.

Driving the road bent
round Lake Lewiston,
staring out the passenger
side window, between the
black lines of forest, in
that negative space flashing
through like jagged moon, I
thought to find you watching
me sleep, or carrying me
through it.
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Afternoon. 

The turned
open sun
in your hands, 
brushed between
the backwash
of leaf-blower,
weedeater, and 
wind chimes, 
everything slunk 
under the weight
of your eyelashes 
on my cheek bone.
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Night.

Bats buzz
just above

the lake's
caricatured moon.

You fish
a single

mosquito from
my arm hairs.
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Morning.

The sun through
the blinds lining

your skin: the
seam of it holding
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Terminal.

Through this heat
the cows kneel in,
three weeks from
your hair at my wrist :
a collapsing so small
the skin might spit.
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Carpet and cement.

There are very few 
parts to this city
which I might 
be able to eat.
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Transmissions.

You slip through
the hairlines of
my speech: the
radio waves arrive
broken through the
old telephone lines.
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Comes with.

The spider crawls first
to my wrist, down
the bones like
a web on the back
of my hand, follows
the one that leads
him to the bell of
the bicycle. He tethers
himself there and goes
like a tiny anchor
in the wind.




